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RTI International, using data, paradata, and evolving systems that support 
data collection, was able to examine ways in which data quality can 
be further enhanced as a result of technological advances. Our efforts 
included:

 ■ Enhance the use of handheld computers by using a single device for 
both screening and interviewing in RTI data collection efforts

 ■ Develop ways to better use GPS systems with handheld computers

 ■ Discuss what programming solutions can be brought to bear on 
interviewer coding as a source of survey error

Challenge of Using Multiple Interview Devices in the Field
 ■ Address-based Sampling (ABS) often requires the use of a handheld 

device to conduct doorway screening, followed by a lengthier interview 
that is conducted on a laptop upon selection of the respondent.

 ■ Getting the two devices (handheld device and laptop) to communicate 
and initiate cases properly has posed problems in the field.

 ■ Conducting doorway screening and the actual interview needs to be 
simpler for the field interviewer.

Solution: One Easy-to-Use Device
 ■ The Lenovo Multi-Touch IdeaPad (for example) folds and converts from 

a Laptop PC to a Tablet with a Touchscreen.

 ■ Years of legacy software developed for RTI field operations in the 
Microsoft Windows environment can be implemented on this type of 
machine (Blaise, Hatteras, IFMS, CMS, CARI, etc).

 
 

Convertible Multi-Touch Laptop/Tablets Attributes
 ■ “Instant-On” means less boot time, allowing field interviewers to more 

quickly transition from screening to interviewing.

 ■ Devices are smaller than most laptops, yet larger than most Netbooks, 
yielding a better display and a more functional keyboard.

 ■ The device weighs 3 lbs and is easily cradled on the forearm between 
the elbow and hand.

 ■ The display can be viewed outdoors much like handheld devices and 
better than many cellular phones.

 ■ An optional virtual keyboard for finger touch entry can be used in 
the Tablet configuration.

Using a Laptop GPS for Interview Verification

A GPS antenna attached to a mobile laptop can be used to verify that 
interviewers actually conducted the interviews at the time and place they 
said they did.

The GPS records on the laptop

RCD Software Captures GPS Coordinates 

 

Using Google Earth for Comparison and Verification 

 

Potential Uses of GPS in Field Operations
 ■ Outliers reports, which could

 ● Compare and contrast unusual distances between captured GPS 
coordinates (via field interviewer or programmatic entry) and the 
frame-indicated address/coordinates 

 ● Compare and contrast time of GPS capture compared to the field 
interviewer–entered record of call (“event”) time

 ● Alert to the need for more labor-intensive verification efforts (e.g., 
CARI review, phone or in-person verification)

 ■ Verify that ABS-selected dwelling units are in-segment

 ■ Monitor field interviewer movement by passive receipt of GPS data

 ■ Navigation directions for field interviewer in efforts to locate an address

Introduction

Advancing the use of computer audio-
recorded interviews (CARI) files for data 
quality, we developed an automated 
computerized system that could assess 
the keying error rate by field interviewers 
for both open-ended and close-ended 
questions. 

Coding Error Report Methodology

Results

We were able to create a computer program 
that serves two main functions:

 ■ Analyze the percent agreement between 
field interviewer–coded and staff-
transcribed responses  
of open-ended questions

 ■ Flag cases in which closed-ended 
questions were coded or keyed 
incorrectly

Summary

This development automates a process that 
has previously been performed through 
manual labor.

 ■ “Other Specify” options can now be 
automatically checked against existing 
response options. 

 ■ Keyed responses can be automatically 
checked against actual responses 
captured via CARI. 

Potential for Impact
 ■ A coding error report may offer a data 

quality measure that has never been 
used while a project is in the field.

 ■ Training tool: Serve as a training 
mechanism for open-ended response 
coding—assessing field interviewer 
open-ended coding skills prior to 
entering the field. 

Limitations
 ■ CARI file transcription can be an added 

cost and may not be in-scope for many 
contracts.

 ■ The program’s current dictionary for 
synonyms of response options is not 
exhaustive, which could result in false 
negatives.

 ■ Comparing “Other Specify” entries to 
ensure that they do not duplicate coded 
response options is similarly imperfect

Next Steps
 ■ Use the coding error report program to 

analyze question design effects.

 ■ Implementing a coding error report 
within other systems to identify 
interviewers in need of remedial training. 

 ■ Further develop the algorithms used to 
determine percent agreement. 
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Our IR&D project consisted of a multidisciplinary team 
impacting the future of survey research through testing 
of new field equipment, use of such to capture GPS 
coordinates, analysis of a two-stage interviewer bonus 
program, and development of new data quality software.  


